Cross Vermont Trail

EAST MONTPELIER

2020-2024 construction project.
(updated June, 2022)
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The “Penstock & Portage Trails” will provide new public footpaths along the banks of the river,
which will also serve as portages for river paddlers. (Being cleared and signed 2022.)
Finally, we will build the new “Ridge Trail” which will add a dramatic single track mountain
bike loop as a new feature to the school trail network. (To be built 2022 or early 2023.)
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U-32 is a regional 7-12 grade school
serving towns of Berlin, Calais,
Middlesex, East Montpelier and
Worcester (and some students from
Orange and Washington.) The school
forest paths network are widely used
by both students and the general
community. Cross Vermont Trail project
will directly connect with and expand
these trails, tying them into the
growing area wide trail network.
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Cross Vt Trail continues to
the east on the Montpelier
& Wells River Railtrail.
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To the north, project connects directly
to the East Montpelier Trail, new
sections of which are in active
development. Including connection
between Schoolhouse Rd and existing
trail on conserved nature preserve, and
beyond eventually to other towns in
U-32 school district.
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Cross Vt Trail now follows old railbed (Powerplant Rd), new trailhead parking has been made
here. Public use (non motorized) is allowed on the railbed all the way to the Winooski Bridge.
Eventually, a portion of Cross Vt Trail will wind through the U-32 Forest, with a side
trail (universally accessible ) connecting to the school (being built 2022-23).
Winooski Bridge is open to public now. Also open now is a new section of trail
that continues east running between the river and Route 2 - partly in the woods,
and partly along the road behind a new guardrail - to the “Hidden Dam”.
At the “Hidden Dam” along Route 2, a new trailhead parking is open now. Later in
in 2022 we will complete access to the rivershore, including a universally accessible
waterfall viewing area and portages.
2023 we will begin work to continue Cross Vt Trail east, in the woods between the river
and the road.
Later in 2023 and early 2024 we will build the Cross Vt Trail across Rte 2 (just before Vt Country
Campers RV dealership) finally coming out at Route 14 in two locations to connect with
the rail trail that continues east from 14 towards Plainfield. Also making a loop for fun.
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At Route 14, Cross Vt Trail will
pass through edge of Village of
East Montpelier, with access
(directly and via short spur) to a
diversity of residential
neighborhoods.
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New portage trails built as a part of the
Cross Vt Trail project will establish a
key link in the Winooski Paddlers
Trail, allowing safe paddling the
length of Vermont’s longest river.

= Cross Vt Trail construction project, starting 2020
= Existing Trails in growing regional trail network
= roads
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Cross Vt Trail continues to the west on
Montpelier Siboinebi Path, leading
directly to downtown Montpelier and
tying into greater Barre-Montpelier area
four communities paved bike path
network (”Central Vt Path”).
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Cross Vermont Trail
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Connecting the dots throughout the upper Winooski Valley, from Montpelier to Groton State Forest - through East Montpelier,
Plainfield and Marshfield. A trail that is inviting to all people, in a conserved greenway, linking up community trails, villages, schools
and open country with a safe, convenient place for daily outdoor excercise and access to the natural world.
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PLAINFIELD

= Route of former Montpelier
& Wells River RR. Working with interested landowners,
CVTA is seeking to establish a public trail either on the
railbed where it is available, or elsewhere when that
works better (but generally following the spirit of and
connections made by the old railbed).

BARRE TOWN
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The Montpelier Siboinebi Bike Path extension opened Nov 2019- from Stonecutters Way out to the Central Vt Civic Center, at Gallison Hill Rd.
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The keystone Cross Vermont Trail Winooski Bridge project is being built now. It will continue the Montpelier bike path
up to the U-32 School and along the Winooski River across East Montpelier towards where the current rail trail begins at Rte 14.
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Easements for public access given by private landowners allow us now to join the keystone CVTA construction to the west with the existing
trail on railbed east of Rte 14, and ultimately tie the mainline trail into the village area; construction here is planned of 2023-24.
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Existing Cross Vermont Trail on old railbed east of Rte 14. CVTA has secured several easements to permanently protect much of this section
of trail. Final repair of historic damage from 2011 flooding - building a relocation and new bridge - was completed July 2021.
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In the future, the trail will connect through to the village of Plainfield. The old railbed is not available as a trail here, though, and for the eventual
trail route, we are thinking broadly and talking with landowners about possibilities that would work best. To date, three landowners have sold
property or easements to CVTA for a future trail corridor.
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Between Plainfield Village and Marshfield Village, we are ready to help out more on the railbed, with landowners who are interested.
There are over forty private landowners along the old railbed here. We are currently having positive conversations with a number of them,
and are looking forward to meeting and talking with many more. (Currently, much of this section of the railbed is NOT a public trail.)
East of Marshfield Village, the Cross Vermont Trail continues into Groton State Forest on the old railbed, where it forms the central piece of an
extensive and growing network of trails. When complete, Cross Vt Trail will invite easy access to the great opportunities in the Forest for people
who live in neighboring communities and also will invite Forest visitors to explore beyond the State boundaries into nearby villages.
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= river access; linked to trail network
(existing and planned)
= downtown/village center

GROTON
= school, with trail links to network
= river
= road
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= town boundary
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Prepared by Cross Vermont Trail Association (CVTA), 12/2018
Data Source VCGI, CVTA. Information for planning purposes only.

